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A MICROCOMPUTER BASED SHELF SYSTEM To M)NITOR
SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIALS IN STORAGE

N. Nicholson, T. H. Kuckertz, and C. D. Ethridge
Los Alamos $cientlfic Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico, 87545

ABSTRACT

Diversion of specfal nuclear material has become a
matter of grave concern in recent years. Large quantities
of this material are kept In long-term storage and must be
inventoried periodically, iesulting in a time-consuming
activity that exposes personnel to additional radiation. A
system that provides ccmtinuous surveillance of stored
special nuclear materials has been developed. A shelf
monitor has been designed using a single component
microcomputer to collect data from a Geiger Muller tube
that monitors gansnaemissions and a scale that monitors
the total weight of the special nuclear material and Its
container. A network of these shelf monitors reports
their acquired data to a minicomputer for analysis and
storage. Because a large number of these monitors Is
1Ikely to be needed in most storaae faclllties. one
objec~ive of
but reliable

INTRODUCTION

As a result of

this program has been to-develop a low cost
monitor.

Increaslnq worldwide terrorism and Wbliclty alledalna
the vulnerablllty of stored sp[cial nuclear materials (SNM”),dlve~slon of“SNfi
has become a matter of grave concern In recent years. Large quantities of
this material are kept In long-term storage and must be Inventoried perlorli-
cally, resulting In a time-consuming actlvlty that exposes personnel to
additional radlatlon. A system provldlng continuous surveillance of stored
SNM has been developed that consIsts of a network of monitors placed beneath
the stored SNM. These shelf monitors are designed to provide timely
detection of tampering with stored SNM by monitoring the gamma ray emlsslons
and the we!ght of the SNM, to provide a backup for access control, and to
reduce or ellmlnate the need for physical Inventories.

Addltlonal sensors can be either added to or substituted for the present
devices; for example, a continuously monitored fiber optic seal or a
temperature-sensing device to monitor the h~at generated by plutonlum.



The objectfve of the present research pro~am has been to develop a
reliable, inexpensive monitor and associated data processing equlpmnt
capable of continuous real-the monitoring of stored SNM. Crlterla used In
deslgnlng this system have been strongly Influenced by~an effort to keep the
cost to a mininwm.

REAL-TIME Monitoring OF STORED SNM

Careful management of SNM requires that one address the problem of
physical Identification, Inventory, and Increased security of thm material
while In storage. Conslderatlon of these problems has led to the design,
fabrication, and operation of a controlled SNM storage system. This system
provides a means of continuously monitoring the presence of this material by
monitoring an attribute of the material. In addltlon, these devices are
Inexpensive and have a neglIglble effect on material storage and handling
procedures.

Most vaults contain standard flat shelving on which cans of SNM are
stored In an upright orientation. The shelf monitors that have been devel-
aped are attached on the shelf and placed beneath each can of material. Each
shelf monitor continuously monitors the gansnarays emitted from the SNM as
well as the gross weight of the material and Its container.

Gansna-rayradiation Is detected wfth a shielded and collimated Geiger
Muller (GM) tube. Figure 1 shows that only those gamna rays emitted from SNM
placed directly above the GM tube are detected. The pair of parallel plates
separated by springs, also shown In Fig. 1, is used as the weight sensor to
monitor the gross weight of the SNM and Its container. These parallel plates
form a variable capacitor that Is part of an oscillator circuit whose fre-
quency is dependent upon the weight of an object placed upon the capacitor.
The scale frequency and the garfsna-reycounts are stored as counts In the
shelf monitor electronics, the heart of which Is an Intel 8748 micro-
computer. Figure 2 Is a photograph of the electronics board showing the
major electronic components and the lead collimator/shield for the GM tube.
Figure 3 shows the electronic package mounted In a metal housing with the
parallel plate weight sensor off to the side. A fully assembled shelf
mon?tor Is shown In Fig. 4. The estimated cost of each monitor, If produced
In qu~ntlty, Is about $100.

The shelf mon~tor utlllzes a small (8-IImIdiameter x 45-inn long) and
Inexpensive halo en-quenched GM tube that operates at 425 volts and costs

!approximately $1 . The small size allows the tube to be completely shielded
from any extraneous radiation. The collimator/shield Is designed so that It
only views the material under surveillance, and Is necessary In order to
reduce the crosstalk from adjacent sources. Another purpos~ for the
collimator/shield Is to reduce the count rate In the tube. Mmt halogen-
qumched tubes me advertised as having an InfInlte 1Ifetlme. However, It Is
recognized by semi m ufacturers that a realfstlc lifetime for GM tubes Is
approximately 5 x 1078 counts. A count rat~ of 1000 cps corresponds to an
avera ● llfetlme of 1.6 years,

!
Therefore, In order to obtain a reasonable

llfet me, each tube should have a collimator or filter to reduce thr count
rate to about 200 CPS.



The need for a weight sensor becomes obvious when one realIzes that the
GM tube can only nmnltor a few mi11Imeters of PuO . The rewalnlng material
above this layer does not appreciably contribute $ 0 the count rate in the
detector due to self-absorption of the gansnaradiation. The parallel plate
weight sensor used in this application satisfies several conditions. It must
be transparent to the plutoni”nngamna rays because the gamna detector Is
located beneath It. In addition, It should acconsnodatecans as large as
20 cm In diameter and several kilograms In wefght, and should be inexpensive
to produce. Mhen the parallel plates, whfch comprfse the wefght sensor, move
relative to e~ch others thefr capacitance changes whfch In turn chanqes the
frequency of the oscillator. Thfs frequency change results fn a change fn
the number of counts per tfme frterval recorded fn a counter located fn the
microcomputer. Thfs count fs handled fn exactly the sam manner as the count
obtafned from the GM tube. Because the capacitance of the plates fs varfed
merely by touching the contafner, the wefght sensor can also be considered as
a disturbance fndfcator. The frcremental cost of the wefght sensor fs $15.

An additional module sfmilar to a st,elfmonftor has been desfgned and
occupies one address location on the serial bus. The module, when consnanded,
responds wfth the tfme fnterval over whfch the mfn+computer allows an accu-
mulator cycle. The hardware/software desfgn !s ~dentfcal to a shelf monitor
except the gamna and scale functfon has been replaced by a tfme-interval
subroutine.

MICPJCOMPUTER NETWORK

A netwo~k of these shelf manftors reports thefr acqufred data to amfnf-
computer for analysfs and storage, Hhfle the number of shelf monftors that
can be interfaced to a minicomputer system 1s practically unlimfted, a system
c~nffgured as shown in Ffg. 5 would contafn 892 shelf monftors. A Data
General NOVA 3* minicomputer fs used to collect the gansna-ray and wefght
data from each shelf monitor fn the system, and these data are compared to
previously acqufred data for each shelf monftor wfth any sfgnfffcant devla-
tfon resultfng fn an alarm. Durfng the perfod of storage, a ganunacount rate
and a wefght measurement are obtained as often as every 5 seconds.

The objective of a relfable, fnexpansfve shelf monitor was established
because of the potentfal number of units necessary to fmplem~nt a network.
The fntial prototype system consisting of a 15-shelf-munftor array fs shown
in Fig. 6. When the number of monitors pew storage vault fs fn the thousand
category, the cost of the monitors becomes Pafcful?y l~rge, even when the
unit cost fs fn the $100 range. A 9600-baud serfal data p?rty line trans-
mission system was selected to minfmfzo the conmunfcatfon costs, Estgolfsh-
fng a data format compatible wfth RS232 standard allws data comnunfcatfon

● Reference to a company or product name here or elsewhere in thfs report
does not fmply approval OIS recomnenclctfon of the product by the
Unlverslty of California or the US D~piW.ment of Energy to the exclusfon
of others th~t mJy be suftable.



with exlstlng mlnlco~uter hardware. This method allows for two-way
con-”~~nicationsbetween the shelf monitor and the computer, so that all shelf
mon, rs can be controlled by the comptiter. An 8-bit character Is
trans ~tted to the monitors. which stops the count. and each monitor can be
interr gated individually wh-enthe comp-utmrsends out a code word
single monitor recognizes.

A b“~ockdiagram of a shelf monitor 1% shown In F?g. 7. The
data fron.the mlniconputer forms a coimnandbus, which addresses
monitor with an 8-bit Identlficatlon ID code. Ilre transmitted

that only a

transmitted
each shelf
ID code fs

compared by each microcomputer to the e+ght swftch settings corresponding to
the physfcal or geographical shelf location where the shelf monftor fs fn-
stalled. A match of the C-bft ID causes the microcomputer to echo the ID
ffrst end then transmft two 8-bft characters corresponding to the 16-blt
scale count and two 8-bft characters corresponding to the ~6-bft gamna
count. The recefved data fnput of the minicomputer forms the response bus
that receives th~ shelf monftor data.’

Unfversal ‘broadcast conmrands” provide a mechanfsm for simultaneous
coimnandfunctfnns applicable to all shelf monftors. The broadcast consnands
produce no response from any shelf monftor. The broadcast conmrandsinclude
master reset, fnhfbft countfng (p?,use),enable countfng (contfnue), dfsable
the prfmary bus (enable secondary), and disable the secondary bus (enable
primary).

Two comnand/response channsls are avaflable wfthout a cost penalty
because the lfne driver and the Ifne recefver are packaged as dual functfons,
two each fn an fnclfvfdualfntecirated-cfrcuftDackaae. Svstem relfabflitv is
therefore enhanced fn that a {Faflureaffecting th\-
swftchfn~ to the other bus.

MICROCOMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION

The shelf monitor functfon was fnltfally fmp’
logfc before sfngle-component microcomputers were
The materfal cost for the prfnted-cfrcuft packaqed

~–––
bus can be bypas”se~by

emented with hard-wired
comnercfally avaflable.
slectronfcs was alxlroxi-

mately $70. Thfs implementation suffered all th~ fnflexfbfllties associated
wfth a hard-wfred logfc desfgn. The desIgn requfred approximately forty
integrated cfrcuit packages and determined the 8- b~ 8-fn. sfze of the
printed-cfrcuit card.

The electronics cost was reduced 5C% by replacing the hard-wfre loglc
wfth the Intel 8048 sfngle-component microcomputer. The 8048 fs the
nonerasable equivalent of the 8748 and fs avaflable, in quantfty, at $10 per
copy. Use of the 8748 reduces the chfp count from 40 to 7 and reduces the
printed-circuit card size to a 4- by 4-fn. area, as shown fn Ffg. 2.



T& Inte: 8048 Is 3 totally self-sufficient 8-bit parallel computer
fabricated on a single sflicon chip using N-channel silicon gate MOS

The mlcrocanputer contains 1024 8-bit bytes of program memory,
~]O&!~ bytes of RAM data memory (working registers),,27 1/0 1fries,and an
8-bit timer/counter in addition to on-chip oscf?lator and clock clrcuft.
The 8048 :s designed to be an efficient controlled as well as arithmetic
Drocessor. The microcomputer has extensive blt handling capabl1ity as wel1
as facllltles for both binary and BCD arlthnetlc. Efficient use of program
memory results from an Instruction set consisting mostly of single byte
instructions and no instructions over two bytes in length.

The gamna and scale inputs to the microcomputer are shown in Fig. 7.
The 16-bit gansnacount Is software accumulated and interrupt routine driven
by the microcomputer external interrupt. The interrupt routine including the
double precision processing requires only 40 IJS. The 16-bft scale count is
Initially accumulated In a 24-bit word, which is 8-bit hardware and 16-blt
software. The 8-bit timer/counter internal to the microcomputer preprocesses
the approximately 25-kHz signal from the scale oscillator. When the 8-bit
timer/counter overflows, an interrupt is gene-ated that Increments the 16-bit
software accumulation. This interrupt routine is identicul in instruction
composition to the gansnaInterrupt routine and therefore also only requires
40NS to orocess the Interrupt. The 24-bit word allows approximately 10 s of
data accumulation before overflowing. The scale count is divided by sixteen
before data transmission.

MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The shelf monitor operational program was ‘written in modular form and
stored on floppy disks utilizing an Intel microcomputer development system
g::) ;.a data terminalThe MCS was configured with the Intelle~ MDS .800, a Texas Instru-

a Teleray CRT terminal, oual single-dens?ty floppy
disk dr;ves, and a P~OMPT-48 personal programing tool. The operational
program was edited using the ISIS-II (Intel System Implementation Super-
visor) editor. The program was assembled using Version 1.2 ISIS-II 8048
assembler. Subsequent software modifications have been assembled using
Version 2.0 of the 8048/UPI-41/8021 macroassembler.

Inltfally, the object was manually loaded Into the PROMPT-48 for program
debugging and EPROM programing. Subsequent object files have been automat-
ically downloaded with the PROMPT-SPP hardware and software. Hard copy OT’
the list files has been provided by the TI-732 data terminal.

The software dwelopment cycle has been approximately 1 to 2 morlthsf~om
start to debugged code. Ihe operational program consists of approximately
230 (1024 available) bytes of program memory and utilizes 18 bytes of data
memory (64 avallabla). The operational program was debugged uti1izlng the
PROMPT-4& with its 1/0 port capabi1ity.



MINICOWTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

A typical shelf monitor system has been shown fn Fig. 5. This system
will nmltor as many as 892 cans of SNM in a vault using a NOVA 3 mlnf-
coaputer. The 892 shelf monitors are apportioned equally to four sets of
consnand/responsebuses that are driven by four RS232C interfaces of the
NOVA 3. Note that four timer monitors are also part of this system. It
should also be noted that each of the four strings of 223 shelf monitors
could be in a different vault at remote sites with modems between the RS232C
Interfaces and the receiver/driver circuitry that converts RS232C signal: to
form those used on the comnand and response buses.

Although the mfnlconputer control:fng the entfre shelf monftor system Is
a Data General NOVA 3, any minicomputer wtth four RS232C fnte;faces could
have been used. The followfng peripheral devfces are attached to the NOVA 3:

64-k word memory Versatec 1200A prfnter/plotter
9-track tape drfve
10-Mbyte nmvfng head dfsk.

Thfs configuration is near mfnfmal for the number of shelf monftors
shown in Ffg. 5. The successful operation of thfs system requfred a sfgnf-
flcant software development effort for that software resldfng fn each shelf
monftor and the controlling software, whfch resides fn the NOVA 3. The
NOVA 3 computer system shown fn Fig. 5 was used to develop the NOVA 3 resf-
dent softw.~re,whfle the 8748 resfdent software was developed on an Intel
mfcrocomput~r development system.

DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE

Whfle nmst of the intelligence of thfs system resfdes fn the NOVA 3,
considerable intelligence resfdes in each shelf monitor. Thus, distributed
software fs used to control and acqufre data from thfs system. The executive
resfdfng In each shelf monftor was wrftten fn Intel MCS 8048 assembly
language ~hose macroexpanslon facf1Ity was used heavfly. The NOVA 3 control
programs were written mostly fn FORTRdJ IV with the exception of the RS232C
fnterface drfvers, and are subo~dinate to the Data General RDOS. The RS232C
~rmfverswere wrftten fn NOVA 3 macroassembly language.

SHELF IWNITOR EXECUTIVE

An event-drfven executive resfdes fn ehch shelf monftor. The events
that drfve the executfve are power-up, event counter/tfmer overflow, and
external interrupt. When the power fs first turned on or restored, the
executfve fnftfalfzes the counters to known, very large valllesand puts the
counter fn a hold conditfon. The executfve then goes fnto a waft loop that
examfnes every comnand that comes down the ccmnand bus. If a recefved
consnand is a broadcast conmand, ft fs executed; otherwfse the comand is
compared to the address of the shelf monitor. When both are Identical, the
shelf monftor responds wfth the 6-byte response descrfbed ~reviously. In the



case of the timer monitor. a 6-byte response Is made to all global consnands.
The event counters and external interrupts are enabled by appropriate broad-
cast consnandsbeing executed.

Whenever a gamna pulse occurs and Interrupts have been enabled, an
Interrupt Is requested on the external Interrupt input to the 8749. The
executive services this Interrupt by Incrementing a 16-bit software counter
where the gansna counts are kept. Uhenever a scale pulse occurs and the
counter has been enabled, the event counter Is incremented. An Interrupt is
requested whenever this 8-bit counter overflows. The executive services this
interrupt by Incrementing a 16-bit software counter. Whenever a scale and
gamna Interrupt occur simultaneously. the gansna Interrupt is serviced fist
while the scale Interrupt is latched to prevent Its being lost. The execu-
tive now uses 25 bytes of read/write memory and 400 bytes of read-onlymemory.

NOVA 3 RESIDENT SOFTWARE

The NOVA 3 minicomputer has responsibility for controlling the entire
system of shelf monitors. In order to reduce the complexity of the control
program, which Is resident in the NOVA 3, as many control and Input/output
activities as possible are performed by the Data General RDOS. The functions
performed by RDOS Include:

1. Scheduling of all activities (tasks).

20 Gross timing of shelf monitor counting.

3. Transfer of all data to/from external devices. These functions are
performed USIng system cal1s to RDOS.

The shelf monitor system control program does the following In support
of the shelf monitor system:

1. Carries on a man/machine dfalogue to configure the shelf monitor
system.

2. Performs the routine acqulsltlon of data from each shelf monitor In
the system.

3. Processes acquired dat~ to detect any tampering with SNM under
surveillance.

4. Issues messages describing system except~ons to a human operator.

System startup first requires the bootstrapping cf RDOS. The appli-
cations program that operates the shelf monitor system Is then run. The
applications program acqulr~s the followlng Information from the human
operator by way of a man/machine dialogue:



1. Identity of each RS232Cinterface with shelf monitors.

2. Identity of each shelf monitor associated with an RS232C interface.

When a system is running, .a routine monitoring sequence is performed
every 5 to 80 s, depending on the numbsr of monitors in the system. The
routine monitoring sequence consists of l:hefollowing:

1. Issue reset and count command.

20 Wait for response,

3. Wait for a nominal counting time (5 s).

4. Issue hold counts command.

5. Wait for a response.

6. Issue commandto read timer monitor.

7. Wait for response.

8. Issue conrnandto read shelf monitor.

9. Wait for response.

10, Calculate scale and gatmna-ratesusing time from timer.

11. Queue alarm message if calculated scale and gamma rates deviate
significantly from average scale and average gamma rates.

12. Calculate approximate new average scale and gamma rates using
present scale and gamna rates and old average rates.

Steps 8 through 11 are repeated until all shelf monitors on a single line
have been read and their data processed. All RS232C lines in the system are
serviced as described above.

Whenever a ccmnand is sent to a string of shelf monitors, the command
dispatch sequence is executed. Because every command should provoke a 6-byte
responsp, the command dispatch sequence is identical for all commallus
regardless of type, broadcast, or device spec~fic. A 6-byte response
consists of the first byte, which is merely an echo of the command
dispatched, bytes 2 through 5, which contain timer or gamma and scale
inform;~tion,and byte 6, which contains a check sum that forces the low-order
8 bits of a sum of the 6 bytes to equal 254.

A variety of error conditions can occur i the system response to a
dispatched command as follows:



1. 1/0 error detected by RDOS.

2. No response received.

3. First byte not the same as conwnanddispatched.

4. Byb , 2 through 5 contain power-up default data counts.

5. The low-order8 bits of the sum of all 6 bytes does not equal 254.

Every response from a dispatched ccnmnand is examined for al1 of the
above possible error conditions. If an error is detected, an error message
describing the condition is queued. Additionally, an appropriate ccwsnand
dispatch sequence is executed until all lost data are recovered error free.
If the lost data cannot be recovered after a specified number of unsuccessful
retries, the defective device (RS232C interface and/or shelf monitor) is sent
no more conrnandsappropriate to it.

A past history of each shelf monitor must be saved if current scale and
gwmna rates are to yield possible alarm information. It is known that the
scale and gansnarates may drift significantly over long periods (days and
weeks). Thus, it was decided that an average count rate consisting of the
last 100 points read would be used as the basis for the detection of
tampering. At least 175,000 16-bit words of storage would oe required to
save the most recent 100 gamma and scale readings of 892 monitor systems, and
considerable computation time would be required to compute the average count
rates each time a new data point was acquired. Thus, all averages are
calculated using an approximation to the true average described as follows:

An = (1/n)P + (n-l)/n ~ . (1)

An is the new average,
?

is the old average, P is the point being added
to the average, and n is he number of points in ths new average. By using
this approximation, the only data that need to be saved for each shelf
monitor are average gansnacount rate and aver~ge sc~ie rate. These are kept
as floating point quantities. An additional 16-bit status word is
associated with each shelf monitor. This status word tells the applications
program whether or not the monitor is operative or in use. The status word
also contains initial timing sequence information and how many points are in
the average count rates It is possible to configure the system before the
cans of SNM are put on each monitor. The initial tim!ng sequence is a time
period wherein no data are acquired from the monitor in the sequence. This
permits a time delay between entry into the system of a shelf monitor and the
acquisition of data from it. This time delay is va~iable but is usually less
than 10 minutes. When a shelf monitor is first placed in service, the first
scale and gamna rates read are all that is known about the monitor. While it
is desirable to use 100 points as the basis of the approximate average
calculation, the average will require the acquisition of at least 100 points
for it to converge to a value that can be used to trigger alarms. Three bits
in the status word are reserved for indicating the number of points in the
old average count rates, The range of values indicating the number of points
is O through 7. Each time a point is added to the average count rates



associated with the shelf monitors the nmber of points is ‘incrementedand
its new value is used in calculating the average count rates according to
Eq. (l). Upon reaching the value 7, the number of poifits; - assumed to be
100 for the purpose of perfoming the calculations in ~q. (1) and is
incremented no further.

An alarm is to be given if a significant deviation from average scale or
gamna count rates is detected. The scale frequency is sufficiently stable
that a deviation of ti counts/s is considered significant. The ganna alarms
proved more difficult to establish. It was finally decided that gwmna devi-
ations greater than 3.5 to 4.0 standard deviations from the average count
rate were stgnficant. Calculating the standard deviation for the most recent
100 ganma points is conceptually ea%y; nowever, the last 100 points would
have tn be saved and great co~utational effort would have to br expended for
each tieviationcalculated. If the ganma points are assumed to have a Poisson
distribution, the standard deviation of the gannna rate can be calculated
using only knowledge of the average ganwnarate and the average counting time.

u = (Ga/Tc)1/2

u is the standard deviation, Ga is the average ganm count rate, and T
is the counting time. Tc Is normally chosen to be nominal count time uses
by RDOS to time a counting period.

Messages are occasionally sent to the operator to advise him of abnormal
conditions of various kinds occurring in the system. All such messages are
placed in a queue to be printed at a time during which the computer is
waiting for an input/output operation or a count operation to be finished.
The objective here is to not delay the routine counting activities when a
group of messages stack up. It is possible that an authorized individual may
remove a can of SNM from the vault and then notify the shelf monitor system
of the transaction. Tampering messages are queued subject to a time delay
before they are actually printed. Thus, if the shelf monitor system gains
knowledge of the transaction within a reasonably short time period of the
transaction, it can dequeue any tampering messages associated with the can of
SNM. The message queus is examined every 2 s for ready messages.

NOVA 3 TASK STRUCTURE

Six tasks perform the above described functions. All tasks are written
in FORTRAN IV and use its task monitor for their scheduling. Task MONCHK is
active when the shelf nnnitor system control program first starts executing.
Th?s task performs the following functions: 1) receives information from a
human operator on the operational status of every shelf monitor to be
watched; 2) creates the remaining tasks and, if desired, prints periodic
reports giving the status of each monitor that is active in the system.
MONCHK has the highest priority of the six tasks.

Task RDACK reads and checks all shelf monitors in the system as follows:

1. Dispatches all coimnandsto the RS23ZC ?nterfaces.



2. Checks for errors in responses to comnands.

3. Calculates gamna and scale rates from data read from monitors.

4. Checks for alarms.

F.. Calculates the approximate average count rates.

This task executes as often as it can to acquire the count rate data it
needs to check for alarms. This task is idle when it is waiting for a
response to a comnand or is waiting for a counting time period to end.
During these idle periods, the other tasks are active if their execution is
desired.

Task TMTT is used to time the period required for a response to a
ccmmand dispatched by RDACK. If no response’is received in 4 s, task RDACK
is notified that the command produced no response. This task executes every
0.5 s with a very short execution time. Task TMTU performs another timing
function. This task can effect a delay in the start of calculation of the
average scale and gamma rates after the time the monitor is first identified
to the system. The delay is approximately 5 to 10 minutes. This task
executes every 2 min with a very short execution time.

Task RMTT reads the 6-byte response to every command sent to the RS232C
interface. This task executes when demanded b,ytask RDACK. The execution of
this task is timed by task TMTT. If this task takes too long to execute, it
is terminated abnormally.

All messages to the operator are queued so that they can be printed
without delaying the data-acquisition activities of task RDACK. Task MSGWR
examines the message queue every 2 s PF as often as possible, whichever is
longer for queued messages. The messages are then printed and dequeued.
Messages with a time delay have their delays updated and remain queued.
Normally, this task has a very short execution time because the message queue
is usually empty. However, there is reonifor as many as 250 messages in the
queue at any one time. The set of possible messages contains 50 messages
that have similar formats, each of which is determined by the content of the
message. As many as three numeric quantities can be associated with a single
me$sage.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Three separate and parallel shelf monitor arrays containing a total of
96 ‘nonitors have been operational since May 1979. One of these arrays,
loc~ted In a plutonium storage vault five miles from the NOVA 3 mini-
computer, contains 64 shelf monitors and is linked to the NOVA 3 by standard
vo”ce qrade telephone lines. The other two arrays, located at the same site
as the-NOVA 3, e“achcontain 16 monitors and are
h~ telephone lines. Transmissions between each
t’lesetelephone lines has been virtually error
lines to link these shelf monitor arrays to the

‘also linked to the computer
array and the computer over
free. The use of telephone
computer demonstrates that a
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m

centralized computer can be used to ~nltor and control arrays that are
located at distant locations fran the conputer.

Except for a problem with a batch of f~ulty chfps.,the operation of the
monitors during test and evaluation has been quite stable and rellable.
Figure 8 shows a plot of both gamna‘and weight sensor output for a perfod of
13 hours. A test was performed du~ing this run that required a can of SNM to
be removed from the shelf monitor for 30 seconds and then replaced on the
monitor. Because the can was not placed back In exactly the same position as
it was originally, the gansnacount rate and the scale frequency have changed
and this change results in an alarm for the thresholds that were employed
during the test. The gansnadetectors, the weight sensors, and the ass.xlated
electronics have provided consistent and reliable data during the test and
evaluation period.

SUMFWIv

!j>~cial nuclear material in long-term storage in a vault is an
‘ttrac’:ve target for a diverter. A shelf monitor system has been de$lgned
that will enable constant surveillance of this materia? using a variety of
sensors. A single-component microcomputer collects data from a GM tube that
monitors garmnaemissions and from a scale that monitors the total weight of
‘he container and contents. A network of the mic~oconputer shelf monitors
repurtsthe acquired data tc a minicomputer for analysis, storage and alarm if
necessary. One objective of this research program hdS been achieved with the
development of a reliable, inexpensive monitor network and associated data
processing equipment capable of real-timemonitoring.

1’



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Arrangement of shelf monitor sensors.

Fig. 2. S4elf monitor electronics board.

Ffg. 3. Shelf monito-with weight sensor removed.

Fig. 4. Assembled shelf monitor.

Fig. 5. Block diagramof shelf monitor system.

Fig. 6. Sixteen-can prototype.

Fig. 7. Shelf monitor block diagram.

Fig. 8. Time history of a shelf monitor showing coinicdent gamna and gansna
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